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I.- GENERALITIES  

I.1.- INTRODUCTION.  The state of Guerrero is par excellence a state with a 

mining vocation in which important deposits of various minerals are located, including iron, 

gold, silver, copper etc. and there are currently many mining concessions among which are 

the PAPANOA mine where important iron deposits are located, so the company decides to 

start activities in Mexico acquiring the rights of the PAPANOA mining lot located in the 

municipality of Petatlan State of Guerrero 340,8978 and 1,653.92 HAS. The project is a 

deposit of Iron ore (hematite and Magnetita), which integrates with the economic 

development of the Municipality of Petatlán, Gro., without affecting its original image, and 

contributing significantly with the social and cultural and economic development of the 

town, so knowing the mining potential of the area allows us to carry out the planning and 

exploitation programs of the town in the first instance , in this area, considering the 

geological potential existing in the region, which translates into sources of employment and 

regional development 

I.2.- STUDY OBJECTIVE  

The main objective of the visit was to identify and prospect existing ore reserves in the area 

where some Iron Ore Manifestations and Outcrops are located and to give an opinion on the 

feasibility of scheduling exploration work (magnetometry and sweeping programming), as 

well as the mining works necessary for the extraction of ore ,
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 T o  d o  t h i s ,  a  t o u r  w a s  m a d e  t o  t h e  P A P A N O A  

m i n i n g  l o t ,  a r o u n d  a  c a p a c i t y  w i t h  i r o n  o r e  i t s e l f  t h a t  

a r e  l o c a t e d  i n s i d e  t h e  g e o l o g y  s h e e t  r e g i o n .   

 
 
 
 
 
Zihuatanejo of the SGM E 14-7-10 scale 1:250,000 and the letter INEGI and SGM E-14C-33 

Papanoa, topographic and total field magnetometry respectively, proceeding with this 

information to prepare this study

LOCALIZACION PROYECTO 

MINERO PAPANOA ESTADO DE GUERRERO 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
NG J ANTONIO TORRES
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I.3.- BACKGROUND.   

The study area, which covers papaNOA lots, is located within the mining district of 

Zihuatanejo Petatlán Area, and is important for its proximity to the mining district of 

Lázaro Cárdenas Mich. which has had several stages of mining boom since the 1960s due 

to the installation of the SICARSA smelter's profit plant, currently ARCELO MITA, as 

well as Ternium, and Las Encinas which began to extract and benefit iron ores on pacific 

coasts in the states of Guerrero Michoacán Jalisco and Colima, there are currently other 

companies that exploit other minerals in these states such as gold and silver , the main 

exploitation of mining resources in the state of Guerrero is carried out by large companies 

such as, Cía. Minera El Baztán Cía. Minera Los Encinos, Arcelo Mital etc.  both by Faith, 

gold silver copper lead and zinc etc. 

Today, due to the boom in the iron ore trade with China, a large infrastructure was developed 

and many mining companies operating along the Pacific coast were created in the states of 

Guerrero, Michoacán, Colima and Jalisco mainly, since in these states it is where the main 

iron deposits in the country are located , being a hub of attraction for foreign companies that 

want to operate in Mexico. Although this activity has now been significantly reduced due to 

lower international iron prices. The mining lots Papanoa II and Papanoa II frac. I was granted 

permission to express environmental impact and land use change, in which it establishes the 

rules and conditions to which the realization of works and activities that may cause 

ecological imbalance or exceed the limits and conditions established in the applicable 

provisions to protect the environment and preserve and restore ecosystems, which was 

promoted by Mr. Humberto Valenzuela González, before the Federal Delegation in 

Guerrero Sub-Delegation of Management for Environmental Protection and Natural 

Resources, (Environmental Management Unit, Department of Environmental Impact and 
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Risk). Approved by trade of July 14, 2014 DFG-SGPARN MIA-P issued in the Acapulco 

Gro Cd. Under folio 00743 log 12/MP-0114/12/13 with project key 12GE2013MD072 

(copy of document attached) and for which you have agreements with the ejidal 

representatives in which the mining project is located 

 

 

GOLDEN ROCK SA DE CV 
LOCALIZACION MINA PAPANOA MPIO PAPANOA GRO 

Proyecto 
papanoa 
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1.4.- LEGAL SITUATION  
 
The PAPANOA II AND PAPANOA II FRAC MINING Lot. 1 As shown in the title of the 
current mining concession.  
 
DEALER NAME: HUMBERTO VALENZUELA GONZALES  

LOT NAME: "PAPANOA II EXTENSION"  

SURFACE: 340.8978 HECTARES  

CONCESSION CLASS: EXPLORATION  

TITLE NUMBER: 236731  

VALID: CURRENT  

SUBSTANCES: FE  

AGENCY OF MINERIA: PUEBLA 
 
DEALER NAME: HUMBERTO VALENZUELA GONZALES  

LOT NAME: " PAPANOA II FRAC. I "  

SURFACE: 1,653.92 hectares  

CONCESSION CLASS: EXPLORATION  

TITLE NUMBER: 236692  

VALIDITY: CURRENT  

SUBSTANCES: FE  

AGENCY DE MINERIA: PUEBLA  
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(Annex Mining Control Sheets and Mining Concession Titles) 

 
  

GOLDEN ROCK SA DE CV 
PROYECTO PAPANOA 

LOCALIZACION LOTES MINEROS SIAM 
ELABORO NG J ANTONIO TORRES 
MAYO 2016 
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I.5.- INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICES  

ELECTRIC ENERGY SERVICE The electricity service of the Federal Electricity Commission, 

is approximately 4 kms to El Cayacal from where the energy resource can be obtained if 

necessary for the installation of a profit plant.  

COMMUNITY SERVICES The study area does not have community services, basics such as 

telephone telegraph mail etc. having to move to Petatlan or Papanoa for these and to acquire 

food and gasoline, etc. and if necessary until Zihuatanejo 1 hours by vehicle by road AGUA 

this can be obtained from the streams that is located on one side of the project area even for 

industrial use since most of the year has water. 

LABOR labor can be obtained from the nearest areas such as Petatlan, Papanoa, Zihuatanejo 

and Lázaro Cárdenas mainly.  

I.5.- WORK CARRIED OUT For the realization of this work, the following were carried out:  

1.- collection of information mainly existing from the GSM,  

2.- Visit made to the mining lot from October 11 to 13, 2014 and April 20 and 21, 2016 where 

some manifestations of mineralization were marked that were observed in the field and the 

structures were mapped with the help of GPS delimiting the outcrop of the mineral body.  

3.- 4 samples were collected, on an outcrop of about 60 meters of front x with separation of 10 

meters between them on the exposed forehead The data and information obtained were marked 

in the topographic plane of Inegi 1;50.0 00 Papanoa letter E-14-C-33 and the Geological 

prepared by the SGM scale 1:250,000 leaf (E-14 7-10 of the GSM), where control lines were 

drawn for the sections.  
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In cabinet the work consisted of developing base plan in which the plant was marked and 5 
sections and proceeded to develop the estimate of reserves of the mineralized body, Also 
developed the Geological Report – Mining, Evaluative, Finally 2 copies of the report were 
assembled to be delivered to the representative of the Company. 
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II.- GEOGRAFIA  
 
II.1.- LOCATION  
 
LOCATION AND LOCATION COORDINATES  
 
The study area is located in the municipality of Petatlán Guerrero which is located in the W of 

Chilpancingo, capital of the state of Guerrero and belongs to the region of the Costa Grande and its distance 

to the capital of the state is 200 kilometers in a straight line, Territorially it is surrounded by , the 

municipalities of Zihuatanejo Papanoa and Técpan de Galeana, adjoining the SW with the Pacific Ocean. 

 
 

PERIMETRO AMPLIACION PAPANOA II T-236731  

   METROS VERTICE mN mE  

COORDENADAS DEL 
P.P. 

    
P.P. 

 
1'927,506.357 

 
272,219.892 

 

P.P. – A  E 59.000 A 1'927,506.357 272,278.892  
A – 01  N 1,993.575 1 1,929,499.932 272,278.892  

        
DE A RUMBO DISTANCIA VERTICE m N m E  
1 2 E 2,700.000 2 1,929,499.932 274,978.892  
2 3 N 979.425 3 1,930,479.357 274,978.892  
3 4 W 3,480.590 4 1,930,479.357 271,498.302  
4 5 S 979.425 5 1,929,499.932 271,498.302  
5 1 E 780.590 1 1,929,499.932 272,278.892  

 
The coordinates UTM POLIGONOS OF THE LOTE MINERO PAPANOA Note: Variation in coordinates by 
transformation ITRF92 epoch 1988,000 to ITRF2008 epoch 2010,000, (Considering a second arc equivalent to 30 
meters), The maximum expected difference in transformation is around 0.3 m
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  PERIMETRO PAPANOA II FRAC 1 T-236692 
      

V-1    1,924,999.932 271,078.302 
V-1 V-2 E 3,900.000 1,924,999.932 274,978.302 
2 3 N 4,500.000 1,929,499.932 274,978.302 
3 4 W 3,495.000 1,929,499.932 271,483.302 
4 5 S 4,008.000 1,925,491.9320 271,483.302 
5 6 W 100.000 1,925,491.9320 271,383.302 
6 7 N 2,008.000 1,927,499.932 271,383.302 
7 8 W 305.000 1,927,499.932 271,078.302 
8 1 S 2,500.000 1,924,999.932 271,078.302 

The coordinates UTM POLIGONOS OF THE LOTE MINERO PAPANOA  
Note: Variation in coordinates by transformation ITRF92 epoch 1988,000 to ITRF2008 
epoch 2010,000, (Considering a second arc equivalent to 30 meters), The maximum 
expected difference in transformation is around 0.3 m 
 
II.2.- EXTENCION  

The study area is located in the NW part of Guerrero state, and is within the INEGI chart 

between the geographic coordinates: 17o 15o and 17o 30o north latitude, and 101o 20o and 

101o 00o longitude west covering an approximate area of 960 km2 The mining lot has a 

dimension of 340.8978 and 1,653.92 has. Respectively and the area where the exploitation is 

intended 13.51 hectares, the latter are located on the area where mia was authorized 

(Environmental Impact Manifestation, according to information provided annex MIA)
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I I .3 VIAS DE COMUNICACIÓN  

The main access roads are: starting from Chilpancingo by the federal road 

No. 95 that connects to the port of Acapulco, and at the height of the 

village, In El 30 there is a deviation to take the federal road No. 200 that 

leads to Zihuatanejo and before Petatlán passing through the village of 

Juluchuca – dry rice - cayacalito and El Calvario ,  immediately there is the 

deviation entering through the lime caya where you take a third-way path 

on the right by 8 kms to the extraction site.  Passing through the Swamp. 

(location flat annex) 

 

 

GOLDEN ROCK SA DE CV 
PROYECTO PAPANOA 
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ELABORO ING J ANTONIO TORRES 

Abril . 2016 

PROYECTO 
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III- FISIOGRAFIA  
 
According to Raisz E., (1964), the study area is located in the Physiographic sub-province 
Vertiente Sur, belonging to the physiographic province called "Sierra 

  
 
Madre del Sur, In the context of tectono-stratigraphic lands is located within the Guerrero Terrain described 

sub terrain Petatlán and Sub terreno Zihuatanejo (Campa U.M.F et al. 1983), whose units are intrusions by 

tertiary granite rocks and partially covered by volcanic rocks of the Eocene-Oligocene. The Zihuatanejo 

Subterrestrial emerges in the western part of the chart, the basis of which is represented by an alternation of 

conglomerates and sandstones with fragments of granites, gneises and metavolcases, defined as Postquelite 

Conglomerate of possible post-Jurassic age
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III.-1 GEOLOGIA  

The bodies that emerge in Petatlán were obtained ages ranging from 37 to 40 Ma., allowing 

them to be located in the Eocene-Oligocene. They also have restricted bodies of diorites and 

rhyolytic porphyry of the Cretaceous and Tertiary. The Cretaceous intrusives affect the 

Vulcanosedimentary sequence of the Teloloapan Submort, The most recent cover is 

represented by three types of quaternary deposits which are alluvial in the beds of the 

streams and lake that occupy the area of lagoons and coastlines parallel to the coastal area. 

Regionally geology is represented by sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks. In order 

of importance, it highlights the presence of granitic and metamorphic rocks of the Ixtapa 

formation and In less proportion have sedimentary rocks, represented by a limestone of thin 

stratification, of Eocene- Oligocene age.   Likewise there is the presence of a quartz 

conglomerate, cemented by a sandy clay matrix, in well-established parts and in slightly 

despable parts, belonging to the Ixtapa Formation (Annex 3 geological plane) 

 
III. 2 ESTRATIGRAFIA  

Of Albian age is the Zihuatanejo Formation which is subdivided into the members La Unión 

and Ixtapa (Vidal S.R.,1986), of which in this letter only the second emerges and consists of 

andesites, tobas and andesitic gaps, limestone lenses, limolitas and
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sandstones (Ka A-TA), Intrusion to the previous units emerge intrusive rocks of acid 

composition, with variations from granite to granodiorite (Teo Gr) with isotopic ages of 34 

to 44 m.a. corresponding to the lower Middle Eocene-Oligocene, developing in its contacts 

areas of hornfels and marble, as well as skarn areas.  

 

The younger rocks correspond to a continental volcanoclastic sequence of intermediate to 

acid composition consisting of andesitic volcanic gaps, lavas Andesites of porphydic texture, 

GOLDEN ROCK SA DE CV 
PROYECTO PAPANOA 
PLANO GEOLOGICO 

ELABORO ING J ANTONIO TORRES 
ESC grafica  PL-3 
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rhyolitic lava with spherulytic texture, limolites, lodolites and welded rhyolitic tubas (Teo 

BvA-A).also floran recent alluvial sediments with variable thicknesses distributed in the 

beds of streams and lower parts. 

 
III.3 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGIA  

It can generally be concluded that Laramidic Orogeny was the most important 

geological event allowing the development of the structures mentioned above, which 

occurred at the end of the Late Cretaceous or Tertiary Paleogene taking as a more 

relevant event the acretion of these lands (Campa and Coney, 1983). In the Batolith of 

the Coast and the volcanic rocks of the Sierra Madre Occidental, a normal fracture and 

failure related to the Neothetonic is observed. The development of the Zihuatanejo Sub-

Terrain is closely related to the subduction of the Farallon Plate under the North 

American Plate; (Annex subduction scheme) The main structures are represented by 

rides of which the most important are: normal and lateral faults, within the normal two 

main systems were defined: NW-SE and NE-SW, for lateral failures the most 

representative system is the NW-SE, 

The blocks correspond to a sequence of subduction complex, associated with an insular arc 

that originated in the pacific margin during the lower Cretaceous to the Cenomanian, is 

interpreted, which during the early stage of the subduction, while depositing sediments and 

volcanic material in the pre-arc basin, material of the Ocean floor (opholithic complex) is 

"scraped" by the riding plate to be incorporated as isolated exotic blocks into the Annex 

subduction complex (Subduction Diagram) 
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SUBDUCTION MODEL MADE IN THE IRON DEPOSIT FORMING  
 
 

  
Other important structures are reverse faults or rides that overlap the Zihuatanejo Formation 
to the Lagunillas  
 

 
 
I - MAGMATIC PROCESSES - HYDROTERMALS: they are the most important and 

comprise the deposits concentrated in igneous rocks and the deposits formed by the magma-

water association. They are in turn divided into two large groups: singenetic and epigenetic. 

The following subdivisions are based on the physical characteristics of the reservoir 

including size, shape, structure and host rock. The third and final level of subdivision refers 

to the main metals contained
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III.4 GEOLOGIA LOCAL  

Zihuatanejo Formation  

The area under study is located on the Zihuatanejo Formation which is a non-metamorphosed 

volcanic-sedimentary sequence, consisting of volcanoclastic sedimentary rocks with red 

layers, in which limestone is interttified with Albian fossils and volcanic rocks of andesitic-

basaltic and rhylithic composition, consisting of two members called Ixtapa and La Unión. 

Which consists of andesites, andesitic tobs and gaps, limestone lenses, limolite and 

sandstones.  

The tertiary volcanic rocks found in the area are related to the continental volcanic arc of the 

Sierra Madre del Sur in which case they relate to the next volcanic model
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III.5- YACIMIENTOS MINERALES 
 
 

  
 
CLASSIFICATION OF MINERAL DEPOSITS  
 
A - ASSOCIATED WITH MAGMATIC PROCESSES - HYDROTERMALS: includes 
deposits concentrated in igneous rocks and deposits formed in association with magma-
water. The classification of mineral deposits can be based on very different criteria such 
as:  
 
A.1- Magmatic or Endomagmatic deposits 

  
 
They are generated during the crystallization of a magnificent or ultra-magnificent magma in 

which liquids rich in denser metals, precipitate and accumulate in certain sectors, mainly at 

the base of intrusive bodies and during the early stages of magmatic differentiation, by the 

separation and subsequent crystallization of a molten phase rich in sulfides or oxides where it 

is heavier and tends to concentrate on the base of intrusive bodies. 
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They are presented as irregular masses (bags, lenses) and as dikes within the magmatic rock 

which is usually fresh or slightly altered. They are clearly singenetic deposits with a very clear 

magmatic affiliation  

They are contained in mulacent and ultra-magnificent rocks. Mineral deposits, both metal and 

non-metallic, are natural accumulations of one or more useful substances that are mostly 

sparsely distributed in the Earth's crust. 

 
 

A.2 - Yacimientos Singenéticos 
 

a. Volcanic massive sulfides  

b. Exhalative-sedimentary sulfides 
 
A.3- Yacimientos Epigenéticos 

 
• a. Pegmatitic deposits  
• b. Skarn (or pyrometasomatic) deposits  
• c. Vetiformes  
• d. Porfírico deposits  
• e. Mississippi Valley Type Deposits  
• Classification of mineral deposits can be based on a wide range of criteria such as: 

ASSOCIATED WITH METEORIZATION AND METEORIZATION PROCESSES OF 
METEORIC WATERS: AS 
 
Supergenic oxidation and enrichment  
 
By infiltration of surface water (uranium)  
 
Residual (chemical decomposition: Al, Fe, Ni) formed by meteorization on the Earth's surface. 
 

ASSOCIATED WITH SEDIMENTARY PROCESSES 
 
Pleasures (mechanical disintegration: Au, Pt, Sn, diamonds). Minerals are 

 

mechanically selected and distributed by streams of water (or ice) 
23 
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Chemicals by chemical reactions: Faith, limestones. The deposits are precipitated from 

solutions, specifically seawater, biochemicals: diatom soil, limestone and evaporation: ClNa 

and other salts, plaster. 

ASSOCIATED WITH METAMORPHIC PROCESSES  

METAMORPHIC PROCESSES (graphite, garnet, asbestos, talc, etc.) and 

Metamorphosed ORIGIN OF THE YACIMIENTO  

The deposits of metallic minerals are distributed from the western part and is 

characterized by containing a large number of low volume iron bodies that are 

located in the contact between the intrusive granitic-granodiotritic and the volcano 

sedimentary rocks of the Zihuatanejo arch.  

The metalogenic process developed:  

1.- Generation of an arch of islands where volcanogenic ferriferous sulphides are 

formed, associated with exalative centers.  

2.- Ancretion of the island arch to the continent and placement of syntectonic 

granitic bodies.  

3.- Activity of a continental magmatic arc of intermediate to basic affinity. 

4.- In the magmatic migration of the flow of basic material saturated with ferrous 

metals, on the pre-existing ducts crosses Cretaceous volcanogenic ores, 

concentrating the metal ions, transporting them and injecting them into fault zones 

and contacts.  

It is therefore concluded that the classification for these deposits is magmatic 

injection, associated with a certain degree of metaomatism 

. 
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FORMA Y DIMENSIONES 
 

 
 
Iron ore deposits are presented in tabular form with thicknesses that could reach up to 100 

meters. As they are parallel to the structural faults of the region, The PAPANOA deposit is 

presented on this structure with a slightly direction to the No.E. on Zihuatanejo formation, in 

a contact area with limestone presumably injection on which I intrusion the mineralization 

over the contact area between limestone and granites – granodiorites presenting tabular shape 

with dimensions approximately 80 mts. 100 meters wide buffer) and 400
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mts long where mineralization manifestations up to 25 meters are observed on each side of the body. 

The shape of the deposit is very irregular presenting itself as a discontinuous body in a crudely 

tabular way, probably a Sill or a lacolyte for which more exploration should be done, areas with 

possible mineralization potential are observed, given the characteristics of the deposit this should be 

exploited on descending benches with a final slope height of 45 meters, and 60 degrees on 5 benches 

with a height and c/u of 8 m and an access ramp of 5 meters wide on a single front and on an area of 

10 hectares minimum. (annex plan mine view plant of the mineralized body) 

 
Shape and dimensions of mineralized bodies 
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III.6.- MINERALOGY AND ALTERATIONS.   
 
Iron is one of the most abundant minerals in nature and is presented as carbonate and sulfide 
silicate oxides  
 
Its main characteristics are: 

NOMBRE DEL 
MINERAL 

FORMULA 
QUIMICA 

CONTENIDO 
DE HIERRO 

PESO 
ESPECIFICO 

 
COLOR 

MAGNETITA Fe3O3 72.4 5 
 

NEGRO A GRIS 

HEMATITA Fe2O3 70 4.9 
 

ROJO 

LIMONITA 2Fe2O3 3H2O 60 4.5 
AMARILLO 
ROJIZO 

SIDERITA FeCO3 48.3 3.7 
 

PARDO 

ILMENITA FeTiO3 45 4 
 

GRIS ACERADO 

 
 
Magnetite (ferrous oxide) It is one of the most abundant minerals with high iron content its 

content varies from 35 to 72% iron based on the impurities it has and its main characteristic 

is that it is magnetic.  

Hematite (ferric oxide) is the most abundant ore and the most demanded because of its iron 

content and because it is the easiest to benefit possesses 50 to 70% of Iron  

Limonite (tri hydrated ferric oxide) is a ochre-colored hydrated ferric oxide with 3 water 

molecules with a iron content rising from 30 to 56%  

Siderita (Iron carbonate) its iron content is 30 to 45% itself that increases be calcined if 

main use is for the manufacture of cement.  

Iron sulfides these occur on a smaller scale however they are not used in steelmaking 

because of their high sulphur content itself which affects the process 

On the mineralized structure that was evaluated, a mineralization of ore composed of 

magnetite with 50% (fe3O4) and quartz and pyrite bargain was observed; also the known 

gene mineralogy of ore is hematite (F202) and the quartz and calcite bargain. Hydrothermal 

alteration is oxidation and silicification of medium to high intensity. IN PAPANOA we have 
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the presence of a mineralized body that intrusion into limestone rock presenting a chloritic 

and cericitic alteration between the contact of the mineralized body and limestone and giving 

rise to a fragmented and artery crown originating in the upper body by the mineralizing fluids 

that perplexed on these fractures which were filled with hematite and magnetite replacing and 

fracturing limestone. 

 
 

 

GOLDEN ROCK SA DE CV
PROYECTO PAPANOA

VISTA SUR TAJO PRINCIPAL 
 

ELABORO ING J ANTONIO TORRES
2016 

Cuerpo mineralizado en bolseo 

SUPERFICIE A DESCAPOTAR 
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III.7- MINERALS WORKS  
 
To date, open pit extraction work has been carried out with decendent benches whose 

dimensions vary in both height and width and length and range from 25 x 50 x 80 mts (main 

bank), other works up to 5x5x50 mts. At the top of the calero hill so it is suggested to clean 

them and make more ditches to follow up on the body. 

 
 

 
 

III.8- SAMPLING  
 
The collection of 4 sample composers was carried out along and across the mineralized 

body one at the foot of the main crest and the other on the S-part of it on the structure 

themselves and sent to the laboratory for analysis obtaining acceptable results (annex 

laboratory results) and considering that in depth the law of the ore improves the law of 

the ore 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Detalles de bancos en anexos 
 
 
 
 

GOLDEN ROCK SA DE CV 
PROYECTO PAPANOA 

TAJO PRINCIPAL 
ELABORO ING J ANTONIO TORRES 
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IV.- WORK AREA  

The project aims to use open pits of an iron ore deposit in its natural state on an area of 

90,000 m2 (Area of the (MIA) within a total area of 149,000 m2 which equate to 14.9 has. 

For 15 years, which fall within two polygons located within the ejidal terrains of the Arrollo 

Seco agricultural nucleus in which it is intended to obtain an annual production of 386,029.4 

ton in a 9 months a year by weakening in a single slice with a working front formed with 8 

benches in which explosives could not be used for mining or blasting by not using water in 

the process or benefiting the ore in situ. No new roads will be opened only the one that 

already exists today and which is 9 kms long by 5 m wide. (ANNEX MINADO PLAN)  

Total area of the property 
 

Proyecto Superficie Ha. Superficie en m3 

Polígono 1 13.51 135,000 

Poligono 2 01.39 13,900 

Total 14.90 149,000 

 
 

     Poligono 2 X Y poligono1 X Y 
Sup. 13.51 Has Sup. 1.39 Has 

1 272,696 1,929,342 1 273,123 1,929,150 
2 273,029 1,929,474 2 273,122 1,929,010 
3 273,070 1,929,367 3 273,220 1,929,001 
4 273,203 1,929,428 4 273,229 1,929,083 
5 273,145 1,929,555 5 273,219 1,929,108 
6 273,241 1,929,647 6 273,180 1,929,137 
7 273,173 1,929,738 7 273,175 1,929,166 
8 272,637 1,929,568 total superficie 13,900m2 

total superficie 135,100m2 
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V.- RESERVES  
 
EVALUATION for reserves was applied the specific procedures on the mineralization 

volumes that could be observed within the M.I.A. area proceeding to make 4 hypothetical 

topographic geological sections to which their areas were calculated and proceeded to do the 

calculation of volumes and ton.  

Reservations within the area of M I A  

Iron ore reserves were defined, considering the dimensions observed superficially in the field 

routes and marked 8 sections of which the lowest level was taken to calculate the areas of c 

/u the same that are reflected in the longitudinal sections that were marked in the 

corresponding plane. 

 
IV.1.- CALCULATION  
 
For the calculation of reserves, 8 sections were plotted with a distance between them of 200 

Mts and a length of 100 mts c/u to which their aerials were calculated: 

 
Applying the formula  V= (A1 +A2) +1*50/2 

 
  V= (A1 +A2) 

+1*200/2 
  

DIST/SECC 
 

P.ESP. 

seccion M2 DIST. /SECC. 200 M3 TON X 4 de PE 
 
A-A° 

 
3,360 

    

   
6,300.00 

 
1,260,001 

 
630,000.50 

 

 
B-B° 

 
2,940 

    

   
5,690.00 

 
1,138,001 

 
569,000.50 

 

 
C-C° 

 
2,750 

    

   
2,750.00 

 
550,001 

 
275,000.50 

 

   
- 

  
1,474,001.50 

 
5,896,006.00 
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Not all material is able to be used, so the total volume of iron ore yielded a 

total of 1,474,001.50 M2 and considering a density of (PE of 4.2) 

we will get a total iron ore of the order of. 

6,190,806.30 Potential reserve ton in the PAPANOA mining lot OF 

WHICH WILL BE PROBECHABLES 80% DUE TO THE 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SITE FOR WHICH WE WILL HAVE 
4,952,645.04 TON 
Annex (projected geological plan and sections) 

 
PROJECTED GEOLOGIC SECTIONS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXTRACTION TAG IN POLYGON 1 
 

Mineral extraction surface 90,000m2 

Final slope height 45 m 

Final slope angle 60% 

Number of Banks 5 

Bank slope angle 60% 

Height of Banks 8 m 

 Depth of extraction 15 m 

Height of Extraction 15 m 

Depth of seam 0.3 

Ancho de caminos No necesarios 

Pendiente de caminos No necesarios 

 
 
 
 
Estimate of ore volumes to be extracted 2.37 years 
 

Indicador  Cubic Metres Metric Tonnes 

TOTAL 992,250.00 2,358,402.4 TON 

Annual (recital 9 months) 110,250 386,029.4 

Monthly (considering 25 days) 12,250 42,892.2 

Daily per (8 hours of work) 471.2 1,649.7 

Estimated time of life  2.37 años 

 

It is necessary to continue the exploration work to increase the mineral reserves that this deposit 

may have, and it needs to be evaluated in more detail
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using magnetometry and sweeping to confirm and increase these, so you will need to 
develop a more detailed exploration programme. 

 

 
 

IV.2 MATERIAL QUALITY  
 
The ore detected in the extraction bank in a very variable variable, since as seen on 

the forehead is presented in discontinuous areas in the form of tufts covering 50% of 

the surface of the face, the laws obtained from the collected sampling range from 59 

to 64% of iron mineral content (annex laboratory results) so at the time of operation 

of the bank the ore should be selected based on market needs 

. 
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V.- CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

1.- Compañía Minera Golden Rock S.SA DE CV: is a company that is starting operations in 

Mexico, which plans to invest in our country to exploit and export Fe ore to China.  

 
2.- The company has entered into an agreement with the concessionaire for the PAPANOA 
mining lot with an area of 340,8978 and 1,653.92 HAS.in two mining lots 
 

3.- The project has a lot of potential according to the volumes quantified up to the time of 

the study, considering the geological and geophysical information has been carried out the 

cubicle of reserves by Geo statistics, so it is concluded that if this place is feasible to 

develop a more detailed exploration program and at the same time be able to continue the 

preparation work to extract the mineral that is in sight; The reserves were calculated from 

a geological and structural survey of the likely projected body boundariesferred, so a 

geophysical exploration program is recommended. 

4.- Calculated resources are 4,952,645.04 TON of POTENTIAL reserves  

5.- As far as exploitation is concerned, it should be noted that it plans to reach an initial 

production of 43,000 tonnes per month and 386,000 per year, considering 26 days per 

month and 9 months of operation per year so we will have a lifespan of 2.3 years  

6.- During this work, it was detected that the power of the structures is greater than 80 

mts. By 400 m long and 60 m wide themselves these were globalized along with the rock 

box you, and were considered a specific weight of 4.0 

7.- All mineralized structure have surface, intense oxidation, surface and is boxed inside 

the limestone rock technically it can be said that this mineral exists in an important area, 

so it is advisable to program diamond drilling as a second stage of exploration.  
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9.- The body that was evaluated attracts attention, being of considerable dimensions with 

a structural continuation, The mineral detected in the extraction bank in very variable, 

since as seen on the forehead this is presented in discontinuous areas in the form of tufts 

covering 50% of the surface and face and the laws obtained from the collected sampler 

range from 59 to 64% of iron ore content (annex laboratory results) by what at the time of 

the bank's operation the ore must be selected based on market needs 

10.- The extraction of the ore is by the open pit system and considering the specific 

weight of it makes it a quite viable operation, since it is performed using tractor and retro 

excavator with hydraulic hammer.  

11.- It is recommended that the program authorized by the semarnat be carried out in the 

study of manifestation of environmental impact respecting as much as possible the fauna 

existing in the area, being able to take advantage of the slope presented by the terrain for 

the construction of the gutters for the blasting of the ore to the storage yard. (annex 

environmental impact study ) 

12.- as to the feasibility of installing a crushing plant as close as possible to the reservoir 

could be within the mine area as these plants operate with diesel and the ease that no 

water is required for operation. 
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Annexes 
 

1.- Location plan  
 
2.- Road access plan  
 
3.- Topographic location plane  
 
4.- Geological plane  
 
5.- Topographic plane extraction area (Mia)  
 
6.- Topographic Geological Plan of the (Mia)  
 
7.- Geological plane and sections extraction area and mining works  

 
8.- Geological plane - Georeferenced plane extraction area  

9.- Satellite view plane Mine  

10.- Schematic geological plane extraction area  

11.- Geological sections  

12.- Schematic figure of projection of the mineralized body  

13.-schema mineralized body 1 and 2  

14.- Results of Laboratory  

15.- registration sheets D.G. Mining  

16.- Resolute MIA  

17.- Mining Concessions Titles  

18.- Minado Plan 
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MINING CONCESSION TITLE, ELECTRONIC FILES CONTROL SHEETS 
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ANEXO 5 
 
 L A B O R A T O R Y  R E S U L T S  E L E C T R O N I C  F I L E S  

ANEXO 6 SITE PHOTOGRAPHS 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PAPANOA exploitation tag view 
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Detail mineralization PAPANOA mine 

 
Mine Tag View PAPANOA 

 
Panoramic view from the tagus
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Works and slashes on top of the site 

 
 

 
View from the cut to the floor of the extraction
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Ing Jose Antonio Torres Lambarri 
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